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The article is dedicated to the synthesis of art and music in the new compilation «Mutants» by Emma Andiyevska, 
which continues the development of experimental intellectual theme, marked in the previous collection of her poems. 
The author creates her own mythopoetical world with codes and symbols thanks to her exceptional fantasy.
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Krashen’s revolutionary Comprehensible Input Hypothesis (1985) changed the way many see second language 
acquisition today, as did Krashen and Terrell’s Natural Approach. Both issues are still hotly debated today.

In his Comprehensible Input Hypothesis (1985), Krashen argues that interesting comprehensible input alone can be 
enough for the acquisition of a second language to take place, in other words, we acquire a second language when we 
understand messages in that language. According to Krashen, input needs to be comprehensible and at the same time just 
challenging enough for a learner, that is one step beyond their current knowledge (i + 1) for effective learning to occur.

Krashen has argued that learner production of speech is not necessary for achieving high pro ciency levels in a 
second language. Learner output, in Krashen’s view is the result of learning, not its cause. 

In the 1980s, the meaning of output used to be limited to the product of acquisition, to the result of learning. Recently, 
however, researchers are beginning to see output as part of the process of language acquisition. Merrill Swain was among 
the rst who looked at output as an exercise that has a potential to facilitate second language learning. 

Swain’s Comprehensible Output Hypothesis (1995) was a response to Krashen’s Comprehensible Input Hypothesis 
claims and was motivated by ndings of analyses of the results demonstrated by learners who took part in immersion 
programmes of French in Canada. These learners were taught all or most of their school curriculum in French. Evaluation 
of the learners’ progress following the immersion programme showed that while the participants demonstrated a signi cant 
improvement in their listening and reading comprehension skills, their speaking and writing had not bene ted as much 
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from their participation in the programme. The learners had been exposed to abundant input, they had not, however, had 
much opportunity to communicate in the target language (French). These ndings called into question Krashen’s claim 
that comprehensible input alone was «suf cient» for language acquisition. 

One explanation proposed by Swain of why the French immersion learners did not show improvement in their 
writing and speaking skills as a result of their participation in the programme was that the teachers did not ‘push’ learners 
to speak French nor did they «push» them to speak correctly (Swain, 1995). Because you don’t always need to speak 
correctly to be understood, just producing output without learning from your mistakes does not guarantee acquisition of 
correct forms. 

Schmidt, in his Noticing Hypothesis (1990), stresses the importance of conscious noticing of linguistic items, 
claiming that only that which is noticed in the input becomes intake. He further argues that learners need to notice the 
«gap» between their own production of an L2 and the target form in order to learn from the input. 

Swain (1995) stresses the importance of learners’ being pushed to make changes in their incorrect utterances with 
the aim of ultimately producing an utterance that is precise, coherent, and appropriate. This she has termed «modi ed 
output», extending the meaning of the term that once was synonymous with «comprehensible output» (output that is clear 
and easy to understand) to include grammatically correct and sociolinguistically appropriate production of language. 

In her output Hypothesis, Swain has outlined three functions of input in addition to the fact that producing output 
serves as an opportunity to practice which promotes uency. The three functions of output identi ed by Swain are:

The noticing/triggering function
The hypothesis testing function
The metalinguistic/re ective function
The claim with the noticing/triggering function is that while producing language learners are likely to notice the gap 

between what they want to say and what they can say, to notice a lack in their grammatical and lexical knowledge. This is 
supposed to make them feel the need in the item that is lacking from their interlanguage, which facilitates its acquisition 
when the learner is subsequently exposed to it. Swain has termed this « lling the gap». According to Swain, the noticing/
triggering function also has to do with the fact that producing output, learners are more likely to notice discrepancies 
between their own production and authentic input that they are exposed to. 

The hypothesis testing function of output allows learners to see if their hypotheses about the second language are 
right or wrong. According to Swain, this occurs when the listener does not understand what the speaker is trying to say 
and asks for the speaker to nd another – more correct – way to produce their message. This is what she calls «modi ed 
output». Requests for modi ed output is a form of negative feedback often used by teachers of a second language in a 
classroom.

The third function, the metalinguistic/re ective function, enables learners to use their metalinguistic knowledge 
to re ect on their own output. A common practice is recording various types of classroom discourse performed by 
the learners and then playing it back to them and having them think about what was going through their heads as they 
produced those particular utterances in that particular way and what rules they were guided by. 

The three functions of output as described by Swain are in line with Michael Long’s Focus on Form approach 
(1998). 

Focus on form used to mean the opposite of focus on meaning, which is attention given to the form as well as the 
content. Now many researchers distinguish between focus on form and focus on forms, a distinction rst introduced by 
M. Long. 

Long distinguishes between Focus on Forms – which is an approach to second language instruction that focuses 
on grammatical forms in isolation and in the absence of any communicative context – and Focus on Form – which 
is an approach that uses incidental focus on grammatical features as they occur in otherwise purely meaning-based 
communication – and focus on meaning – where no grammar focus is present. 

Krashen (1998) calls the claim of the Comprehensible Output Hypothesis weak. 
One of the reasons that Krashen gives for this is what he calls a «scarcity argument» which states that output by 

learners is a rare phenomenon. 
Krashen continues to maintain that language acquisition can very well take place in the absence of any output by the 

learner. He cites research by other scientists who found that learners acquired more vocabulary items fro exposure to input 
than from communicating with a native speaker. 

Krashen further argues that learners do not like being «pushed» and that «pushing» learners to produce output creates 
an uncomfortable atmosphere that is not conducive to learning. 

The comprehensible output hypothesis linked to the interaction hypothesis which states that learners acquire language 
from communicating with others. Krashen argues that the claim of the interaction hypothesis that interaction is necessary 
for acquisition is incorrect; learners can learn just as well, if not better, from simply reading and listening.

Most studies that have been conducted to test the effectiveness of the noticing function of output (Izumi 2002; 
Izumi and Bigelow; 2000, Izumi et al. 1999; Iwanaka and Tkatsuka 2007; Soleimani et al., 2008) have shown that output 
does, indeed, promote noticing and acquisition. However, despite the efforts that have been made to test the validity of 
Swain’s hypothesis and to explore output as a learning device, the role of output remains largely unexplored because of 
the recency of researchers’ interest in the issue. 
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The article examines Merrill Swain’s Comprehensible Output Hypothesis and the issue of learner output in second 
language acquisition in general. The article discusses using the three functions of output as identi ed by Swain in a 
purely communicative context. 
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